
More and more qualified people are moving from poor to countries to fill vacancies in specialist areas 
like enginerring , computing and medicine. Some people believe that by encouraging the movement 
of such people rich countries are stealing from poor countries. Others feel that this is only part of the 
natural movement of workers around the world

What is your opinion ? do you think rich countries should pay poorer countries for the people they 
encourage to come?

What other measures could rich countries take to encourage qualified people to stay and help 
develope their own countries?

1st world countries are ruling the world at the momment . they took over the world by strom and 
somehow they became unstopable .3rd world countries are in danger. Their economy is becoming 
weakest than ever and under alot of pressure from other countries.

Firstly , i would like to mention that 1st world countries have developed such system and power which 
is so fascinating and mesmerizing that attracts you somehow . how can you reject this kind of offer 
and not immigrate to such countries ?

Not only you know that you will be able to live the dream you have always been dreaming of but you 
are able to even seize it. Another point to make is developed countries are using the newest 
technology in every aspect in the country. For example even in medical , they offer you the best 
treatment

Not only the data i mentioned but they are able to extend you the best social service than any other 
country .On the other hand , its more like a massive competition . countries are compiting with one 
another to provide the best . other countries should be able to put forward a great service and 
athmosphere where their citizens are satisfied

Secondly , i disagree that rich countries should pay poorer countries . rich countries have came along 
way to succeed while others have stoped evolving . rich countries has triggered the best resources of 
the poorer countries and aim to conquere as well because of the impeccable prerogatives they afford

All in all , in my opinion i assume that countries should be able to make their people indulge 
themselves in order to have a healthy soceity and a strong human resource while others might take 
away this kind of assets . every undeveloped country not only should but must start a revolution and 
progress and become a better version of itself so they will not loose their people


